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ABSTRACT: The level of detail attained in the computational
description of reaction mechanisms can be vastly improved
through tools for automated chemical space exploration,
particularly for systems of small to medium size. Under this
approach, the unimolecular decomposition landscape for indole
was explored through the automated reaction mechanism discovery
program AutoMeKin. Nevertheless, the sheer complexity of the
obtained mechanisms might be a hindrance regarding their
chemical interpretation. In this spirit, the new Python library
amk-tools has been designed to read and manipulate complex
reaction networks, greatly simplifying their overall analysis. The
package provides interactive dashboards featuring visualizations of the network, the three-dimensional (3D) molecular structures and
vibrational normal modes of all chemical species, and the corresponding energy profiles for selected pathways. The combination of
the joined mechanism generation and postprocessing workflow with the rich chemistry of indole decomposition enabled us to find
new details of the reaction (obtained at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/MG3S level of theory) that were not reported
before: (i) 16 pathways leading to the formation of HCN and NH3 (via amino radical); (ii) a barrierless reaction between methylene
radical and phenyl isocyanide, which might be an operative mechanism under the conditions of the interstellar medium; and (iii)
reaction channels leading to both hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen isocyanide, of potential astrochemical interest as the computed
HNC/HCN ratios greatly exceed the calculated equilibrium value at very low temperatures. The reported reaction networks can be
very valuable to supplement databases of kinetic data, which is of remarkable interest for pyrolysis and astrochemical studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, much effort has been devoted to the
development of advanced computational methods to probe
reaction mechanisms. These methods range from saddle points
search algorithms1−23 to automated protocols for chemical
reaction space exploration.24−64 The vast majority of
automated methods leverage chemical heuristics and/or
reactive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to reveal
complex reaction networks (RXNets). Some of these ideas
have been implemented in computer programs like autodE,65

AutoMeKin,66 ChemDyME,67 ChemTraYzer,68 GRRM,69 Kin-
Bot,70 and RMG.71 These methods are particularly effective
with chemical systems of small to medium size, depending on
the computational resources that are available. For an
increasing number of cases, very detailed mechanistic
descriptions can be obtained, going further beyond what
could be attained with manual explorations of the potential
energy surface. In this way, the decomposition of indole, a
heterocyclic aromatic compound with a structure consisting of
a pyrrole ring fused to a benzene ring, arises as an interesting
target for this kind of automated search: it is a relatively small

molecule (12 atoms), but still its unimolecular decomposition
pathways show a rich reaction landscape.
AutoMeKin is an open-source program to automate reaction

mechanism prediction.66 Both heuristics-based and MD-based
methods are implemented in the code, making it very flexible
and efficient. The resulting RXNets typically contain from
hundreds to thousands of intermediates and TSs,62,72−81 which
makes the analysis very tedious. To alleviate this problem, we
present a collection of new processing and visualization tools
(named amk-tools) that parse AutoMeKin’s output and create
interactive plots that enable user-friendly navigation of
RXNets. This enhanced network exploration provides the
user a direct insight into the chemistry of the studied system,
connecting the network topology with the chemical structures
of the corresponding intermediates and transition states.
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The new postprocessing tools were applied to the
mechanisms of indole decomposition, owing to their
combination of chemical interest and remarkable complexity.
Indole is present in coal tar being one of its N-containing
compounds.82 Thus, its decomposition channels in a pyrolytic
environment are important for the study of coal combustion.
Liu et al.83 have recently employed DFT methods to map the
dissociation mechanisms leading to HCN and NH3, which are
the main volatile precursors of NOx.84 Our analysis of the
decomposition channels will also be focused on the HCN and
NH3 formation mechanisms to compare with the previous
DFT results.
Additionally, barrierless routes for indole formation can be

sought by analyzing the decomposition channels in reverse.
Probing barrierless mechanisms leading to the formation of
indole from neutral molecular species, which are typically
found in low-temperature interstellar environments, could be
of great interest in astrochemistry. Although indole (C8H7N)
has not yet been detected in the interstellar medium (ISM),
microwave data have been recently recorded with the aim of
supporting its unambiguous identification in the ISM.85

Furthermore, both methylene (CH2)
86 and benzonitrile87

(C6H5CN) have been detected in the ISM. In this respect, the
new toolset presented herein can help identify the routes of
formation of indole from the fragments CH2 and C6H5CN.
In addition to this, photolysis of indole can lead to HCN

after the initially prepared excited state proceeds by internal
conversion to the ground state.88,89 Then, if the molecule is
present in the ISM, photodissociation of indole may be a viable
source of HCN and HNC, which are well-known constituents
of the ISM.90 For this reason, studying the elimination kinetics
of these products can help explain the unexpected HNC/HCN
branching ratio found in the ISM.91,92

The results obtained with AutoMeKin will provide the
dissociation dynamics in the ground electronic state only. The
full picture including electronic excited states and nonadiabatic
chemistry can be studied with dedicated software like GRRM69

or the nonadiabatic nanoreactor.93

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. AutoMeKin

AutoMeKin stands for Automated Mechanisms and Kinetics,
and it is an automated protocol to discover chemical reaction
mechanisms and simulate the kinetics at the reaction
conditions of interest. Although the method was originally
designed to find transition states (TSs) from reactive
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,39,40 several new tools
have been incorporated throughout the past few years.66,94 The
current pipeline consists of three steps:

(1) Exploration of reaction mechanisms through MD
simulations or chemical knowledge-based algorithms.

(2) Use of Graph Theory algorithms to build the reaction
network (RXNet).

(3) Kinetics simulations.

The new capabilities include a rare-event acceleration MD
algorithm, a new method to explore noncovalently bound
structures, heuristics-guided explorations of reaction mecha-
nisms, a new reactive event detection algorithm, statistical
analysis of the RXNet, and a web application.66 Most of these
new features belong to the first step of the above pipeline.
The second step consists of the construction of the RXNet.

This is initiated with IRC calculations to connect each TS with

a reactant/product pair, which are then followed by
optimizations of the minima. Finally, all possible connections
between every pair of minima are built using the Python
package NetworkX.95 These networks of chemical reactions
can be studied by Graph Theory, where a node corresponds to
a minimum while an edge represents a TS connecting two
nodes (with or without saddle points). The use of NetworkX
also facilitates the study of the structure of the networks by
identifying the presence of hubs (highly connected nodes) and
providing the shortest paths between reactants and products.

2.2. amk-tools

The new methods implemented in the mechanism search
workflow enable an efficient construction of reaction networks.
However, the obtained RXNets may be very complex, which
requires advanced tools to facilitate their visualization and
analysis. While experienced users may employ custom scripts
to process the computed networks, a more user-friendly
approach would facilitate the extension of this kind of
automated methods to a larger part of the community.
Moreover, there is also a growing interest in digital repositories
to store and share computational chemistry results, such as
ioChem-BD.96,97 While the individual calculations could, in
principle, be seamlessly uploaded to a database, the picture
painted by the (likely abundant) data will not be complete
without the underlying network structure. To fill these gaps,
we developed the amk-tools98 package, a Python library
designed to parse, process, and transform the reaction networks
explored by AutoMeKin, whose basic workflow is outlined in
Figure 1.

The amk-ioChem module provides a protocol to upload all
calculations in a reaction network to ioChem-BD, through the
corresponding shell client, and simultaneously generate the
structure of the reaction network, which can be directly
regenerated in the ioChem-BD platform.
On the other hand, the amk-RXVisualizer module is

designed to generate interactive visualization dashboards in
HTML format linking the network topology with the
corresponding chemical structures, energies, and vibrational
modes. The visualizations, powered by the Bokeh99 library,
allow the end user to easily explore and share the resulting
reaction networks.
These dashboards present three main elements, as shown in

Figure 2: (i) network visualization, allowing zooming and

Figure 1. Data pipeline for amk-tools, employing amk-RXReader to
parse AutoMeKin output to a graph object that then can be passed to
(i) the amk-ioChem module for the automated upload of the network
and associated calculations to the ioChem-BD platform and (ii) the
amk-RXVisualizer module for the interactive visualization of reaction
networks.
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panning across the network, selecting species, and hovering
over nodes and edges to obtain information; (ii) 3D molecule
visualization, via JSMol, for selected molecules and vibrational
normal modes; and (iii) energy profile visualization, plotting
energies for selected pathways across the network, which can
be filtered according to threshold energies or involved
molecules. A more detailed explanation of the available
controls and functionalities is provided in the accompanying
GitHub repository. The visualization dashboards can be
generated either through a simple command-line tool or
through custom Python scripts if a more detailed preprocessing
of the input network is necessary. The reaction energy profiles
are generated through path traversals across the main network
between a set of source nodes and a set of target nodes. An
exhaustive search of all possible paths across the network can
also be performed, but both the number of resulting paths and
the calculation time scale rapidly with the size of the network.
2.3. Test Case

To test the new tool, the unimolecular dissociation channels of
indole and the radical resulting from breakage of the N−H
bond have been studied because of their interest in coal
combustion and astrochemistry, as explained above. Following
the nomenclature of a previous computational study on this
system, the radical is named indole-a: the corresponding
structures are shown in Scheme 1.83

The low-level calculations employed to explore the reaction
mechanisms comprise 30 iterations of AutoMeKin’s low-level
workflow: MD simulations, RXNet construction, and kinetics
simulations.66 Each set of the MD simulations involves 500
trajectories integrated for 0.5 ps, or until dissociation occurs.
TSs with imaginary frequencies lower than 200i cm−1 are
discarded, and the kinetics simulations employ an excitation
energy of 250 kcal/mol. This large value was selected to
include pathways playing an important role in the pyrolysis of
indole.83 Screening of duplicate structures and identification of
fragments is done inside the program using the following
threshold values for MAPEmax, BAPEmax, and eigLmax:
0.008, 2.5, and 0.1, respectively.94 Details on the meaning and
significance of these parameters are provided in the Supporting
Information (Section 6).
The automated procedure followed in this work involves a

hierarchy of electronic structure methods: (a) the semi-
empirical PM7 method100 (Level1) is employed in the low-
level workflow explained above, (b) HF/3-21G (Level2) is
subsequently used to reoptimize the PM7 structures for fast
screening of the channels of interest, and finally (c) the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/MG3S level of theory
(Level3) is employed to study the HCN, CN, and NH2
dissociation channels, as well as a barrierless mechanism
leading to methylene, which could be of interest in
astrochemistry. Level1, Level2, and Level3 calculations were
carried out with MOPAC2016,101 Gaussian09,102 and
Gaussian16,103 respectively. The HNC/HCN branching ratio
is also calculated using RRKM theory104 and chemical master
equation calculations implemented in AutoMeKin’s kinetics
module.
Since many dissociation pathways of the present work do

not present a barrier, a new algorithm has been implemented
to include barrierless dissociation pathways in our workflow.
The possible barrierless bond-breaking events are probed by
constrained dynamics simulations. If the dissociation leads to
two fragments of energies below a given threshold, and no
alternative path exists between the two nodes, the event is
regarded as barrierless. A more detailed description of the
protocol implemented in the new module is available in the
Supporting Information. Additionally, for this system, C−H
and N−H bond dissociations were not allowed by restricting
the minimum number of neighbors for the hydrogen atoms to
one.66

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Convergence of Results

Figure 3 shows the branching ratios obtained from indole and
indole-a for the predominant channels (presenting a barrier)
using an excitation energy of 250 kcal/mol, assessing the
kinetic convergence over the iterative TS search procedure.
Product yields were obtained using AutoMeKin’s kinetics
module, which utilizes harmonic RRKM theory104 for the rate
constants and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)105 for the chemical
master equation. Although the analysis of Figure 3 is only for
testing purposes, the results already show some channels (like
HCN and C2H2) that also appear in an experimental study of
the thermal decomposition of indole in the temperature range
1050−1650 K.106

While for indole the branching ratios level off rather quickly
(at ∼10 iterations), for the radical, a small uptick is observed at
23 iterations. At any rate, the results shown in Figure 3 seem to

Figure 2. Main elements for interactive visualization dashboards: (i)
reaction network, (ii) molecular visualizer, and (iii) energy profile
visualizer. The formic acid decomposition network from AutoMeKin
example runs is depicted as a reference.

Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of Indole and Indole-a
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indicate that the workflow was successful in mapping the
kinetically relevant pathways.
3.2. Properties of the RXNets

Reaction networks obtained in this work are rather complex
with hundreds of nodes (intermediates) and thousands of
edges (transition states), as seen in Figure 4. Table 1 shows
some properties of the RXNets obtained at Level1 and Level2

for both indole and the radical indole-a (additional details can
be found in the Supporting Information).

Reaction networks in chemistry typically display the so-
called “small-world” behavior,62,66,107,108 where pairs of nodes
are connected through a small number of edges, i.e., networks
present small values for the average shortest path lengths.
Table 1 shows that our computed average shortest path lengths
are shorter than those for the corresponding random networks,
mimicking the behavior of other networks in chemistry.
The proportion of interlinking between neighbors is

characterized by the clustering coefficient, which becomes
larger in the so-called “scale-free” networks than in random
networks of equivalent size. The results obtained in Table 1
indicate that our networks are scale-free (as known for
previous chemical networks62,66) presenting a hierarchy of
nodes with a small proportion (called hubs) being highly
connected, more nodes with fewer connections, down to nodes
with only a few connections.

Figure 3. Branching ratios for the major decomposition channels
(that go over a barrier) of indole and indole-a at 250 kcal/mol using
Level1. The abscissa shows the iterations of the low-level workflow.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the RXNets obtained at Level1 and Level2 for indole and indole-a. The networks only display the vicinity of
the global minima, which are located at the center of the RXNets and highlighted in purple. Node colors depend on energy through the “viridis”
colormap, ranging from purple (low energy) to yellow (high energy).

Table 1. Some Properties of the Reaction Networksa

indole indole-a

Level1 Level2 Level1 Level2

nodes 909 863 398 258
edges 2178 1846 1416 700
average shortest path
length

3.8 (4.6) 4.1 (5.0) 3.0 (3.3) 3.4 (3.5)

average clustering
coefficient

0.17
(0.005)

0.13
(0.005)

0.23
(0.018)

0.15
(0.021)

aNumbers in parentheses refer to the corresponding values for a
random (Erdös−Reńyi) network with the same number of nodes and
edges.
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3.3. HCN Formation Channels

Among all of the decomposition channels of indole, those
leading to the formation of HCN and NH3 are of special
relevance to atmospheric chemistry because these molecules
are the main volatile precursors of NOx.84 Very recently, Liu et
al. studied the formation mechanisms of these two species at
the DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory,83 and it could be
of interest to compare their results with those obtained in this
study. With regard to the formation of hydrogen cyanide, Liu
et al. proposed five pathways leading to the formation of cyano
radical, which subsequently needs to react with an atomic
hydrogen to form HCN.83

From the Level2-calculated complete RXNet, HCN and CN
formation routes were sought through the current postprocess-
ing pipeline. Using cutoff values of 5 and 250 kcal/mol for the
maximum number of elementary steps and maximum energy of
the highest TS, respectively, 195 HCN elimination pathways
were obtained with 281 different stationary points involved.
However, to keep the computational cost within the limit, we
decided to filter the HCN channels using cutoffs of 4 and 150
kcal/mol, which results in the 7 pathways and 21 different
stationary points described below. Notwithstanding that, the
computational cost of all Level3 calculations (including the
remaining channels described below) was ∼4 years of CPU
time.

To label the numerous reaction channels found in the
reaction network, we named each as FRAG(-a-)-X, where
FRAG is the chemical formula of the obtained fragment, X is a
Roman numeral, and -a- refers to indole-a decomposition
processes. Some of the channels group together several
individual pathways having the same length, sharing inter-
mediates and leading to the exact same fragments.
Figure 5 shows the direct HCN elimination channels found

in this study with the above constraints. Routes leading to both
hydrogen cyanide (HCN-I and HCN-II) and to hydrogen
isocyanide (HNC-I and HNC-II) were found. These direct
pathways of HCN(HNC) formation were overlooked in the
previous study83 probably because they are difficult to envision
using by-hand searches.
All HCN(HNC) elimination channels of Figure 5 have in

common an initial hydrogen migration leading to MIN22 or
MIN23 intermediates. Then, all routes proceed with a ring-
opening process before the elimination step, with the longer
ones (HCN-II and HNC-II) involving additional H migrations
with respect to the three-step pathways (HCN-I and HNC-I).
Table 2 shows the amount of HCN(HNC) formed via the four
routes of Figure 5 at four excitation energies. The excitation
energies were selected to match photon wavelengths of
radiation present in the ISM, and therefore the subsequent
discussion is relevant to astrochemistry (see Section 3.5). The
table shows that HCN formation is much more abundant than

Figure 5. Level3-calculated energy profiles for HCN and HNC elimination. The displayed channels were obtained after filtering those obtained at
Level2 using a threshold energy of 150 kcal/mol and a maximum number of elementary steps of 4.
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the formation of HNC with HNC/HCN branching ratios
ranging from 0 to 3 × 10−3. The three-step HCN-I pathway is
the predominant one at the lowest excitation energy, with
HCN-II taking over as the excitation energy increases, which
can be explained by an entropic effect. The finding of
mechanisms leading to both species HCN and HNC has
implications in astrochemistry as discussed below.
Two previously unreported additional hydrogen cyanide

elimination channels from indole-a (HCN-a-I and HCN-a-II)
were found using the same cutoffs as above (Figures S1 and
S2). Both routes consist of four steps with significant ring
rearrangements on indole-a, with HCN-a-I being enthalpically
more favorable due to lower barrier heights.
CN elimination paths were also studied and compared with

the results from Liu et al.,83 who proposed five different CN-
forming pathways. While two of these pathways (path-b and
path-c) involve alternative indole radicals that we have not
considered in this work, the other three (path-1, path-3, and
path-a) were reproduced through our current protocol,
together with some additional routes as summarized in Table
3.

Starting from indole, three CN-forming channels (through
six unique pathways) were found (Figures S3 and S4): CN-I
(which engulfs the paths CN-i, analogous to path-1 and CN-i′,
matching path-3), CN-II, and CN-III. However, compared to
CN-I, these two newly reported routes involve one additional
step. All of these pathways share several intermediates with the
HCN(HNC)-forming routes shown in Figure 5, highlighting
the large interconnectivity of the nodes in the network.
For the decomposition of the indole-a radical, we found

three channels leading to cyano radical, producing the same

fragments but with different lengths. CN-a-I (Figure 6) is a
novel, two-step channel involving a concerted transition state

for hydrogen transfer and C−C breakage, which should be
kinetically favored. CN-a-II (Figure S5, blue) matches path-a
from the previous work, while CN-a-III (Figure S5, green) is a
longer, higher-energy route with minor contribution to the
reactivity.
3.4. NH3 Formation Channels

Compared to HCN formation, the number of pathways leading
to ammonia (Figure 7) is considerably reduced. Our results
indicate that NH3 cannot be directly formed from indole
radical, but instead it must proceed via amino radical (NH2),
which can further react with atomic hydrogen, leading to the
formation of ammonia. These general findings are in
agreement with the results of Liu et al.83 However, some
discrepancies were found between the previously reported
pathways (path-2 and path-4) and our current study, as
summarized in Table 4.
Although path-2 of Liu’s DFT study corresponds to NH2-I

of the present work (Figure 7, above), our calculations show
one additional step before the formation of amino radical,
involving a previously unreported five-membered ring
disassembly (TS25) before the formation of the NH2 group
(TS190, matching the previous in-2-2t) in the intermediate
MIN12 (2-ethynylaniline).
As for path-4, its second step (TS17 in this work, 4-2t in ref

83) would be a self-loop connecting MIN12 (4-2m) with itself.
Therefore, this path will not contribute to the formation of
amino radical or ammonia. Instead, we propose a new channel
(NH2-II) comprising two grouped pathways for NH2 radical
formation (Figure 7, below). Despite their larger activation
energies, these two paths are one step shorter than NH2-I and
might be kinetically competitive.
3.5. Implications in Astrochemistry

One of the possible applications of the newly developed tools
could be the quest for barrierless gas-phase reactions yielding
complex organic molecules detected in the ISM, which are

Table 2. Product Yields (in %) for the HCN(HNC)
Elimination Channels of Figure 5a

energy (kcal/mol) HCN-I HNC-I HCN-II HNC-II

150 96.17 0.00 3.83 0.00
180 67.24 0.01 32.71 0.00
200 43.88 0.07 56.05 0.00
235 21.26 0.26 78.47 0.01

aThe results are obtained after averaging the product abundances of
10 independent KMC runs using 104 molecules.

Table 3. HCN Formation Pathways Predicted by
AutoMeKin in Comparison with the Previous DFT Study

Liu et al.83 this worka

Direct Paths
b HCN-I, HCN-II (x2), HNC-I, HNC-II (x3)
b HCN-a-I, HCN-a-II

Paths via CN Radical
Path-1 CN-i
Path-3 CN-i′
Path-a CN-a-II
b CN-II, CN-III (x3), CN-a-I, CN-a-III

aPathways are named FRAG(-a-)-X, where FRAG is the chemical
formula of the obtained fragment, X is a Roman numeral, and -a-
refers to indole-a. Labels of products (PR) and minima (MIN)
correspond to the RXNet obtained at Level3 from indole/indole-a.
Numbers within parentheses indicate the number of individual
pathways for channels containing more than one reaction path. bNot
found in the previous DFT study.

Figure 6. Level3-calculated energy profile for one of the new CN
elimination pathways from indole-a found in this study. Two
additional pathways involving three and four steps, respectively, are
displayed in Figure S5. The channels were obtained after filtering
those obtained at Level2 using a threshold energy of 150 kcal/mol
and a maximum number of elementary steps of 4.
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usually called interstellar complex organic molecules
(iCOMs).109 Several formation mechanisms of iCOMs are
possible, but neutral gas-phase reactions probably play an
important role.110 Due to the very low temperatures of the
ISM, these mechanisms should occur barrierlessly, i.e., with the
energy of reactants being above the highest TS in the energy
profile.64

The first step of the procedure described in this section
consists of identifying the molecules that can initiate the
process. An analysis of the list of fragments obtained in the

decomposition of indole affords two potential candidates:
methylene radical and phenyl isocyanide (C6H5NC). The
former has been already detected in the ISM.86 Besides, the
recent detection of benzonitrile (C6H5CN)

87 in the molecular
cloud TMC-1 suggests the consideration of the isomeric
phenyl isocyanide.111 Furthermore, previous work showed that
the formation of phenyl isocyanide is possible from benzene
and cyano radical, although at low abundances relative to
benzonitrile.112

After this preliminary analysis, we set out to seek a
barrierless mechanism for the formation of indole. Figure 8

shows the only mechanism found in this study connecting
methylene and phenyl isocyanide with indole. The mechanism
happened to be barrierless with respect to the reactants (CH2
and C6H5NC), which makes it a plausible route for indole
formation in cold and low-pressure environments.113

A relaxed scan carried out at the M06-2X/MG3S level of
theory confirms that the association of methylene and phenyl
isocyanide to form the bicyclic product MIN95 proceeds
without a barrier (see Figure S6). The highest energy barrier in
the energy profile of Figure 8 corresponds to TS167, which
connects the intermediate MIN95 with MIN3 (2-methyl-
benzonitrile). The latter is one of the hubs of the RXNet
appearing in other pathways (e.g., HNC-II, in Figure 5) and
participating in 15 elementary steps. The potential energy
surface around TS167 is very flat (see Figure S7) in the
direction of MIN95 and its energy is only 3.4 kcal/mol below
the reactants. This means that, with the right orientation of the
reactants, the association of methylene and phenyl isocyanide
might lead to the direct formation of MIN3 skipping past the
bicyclic structure MIN95. Similar dynamics effects of a single
transition state serving two mechanisms have been found in
previous work.114,115 If this sort of nonstatistical behavior was
also confirmed for TS167, the formation of indole would be
accelerated for the fraction of trajectories that avoid MIN95.
This could be ascertained by running quasi-classical trajectory
simulations for the methylene capture step.
The remaining steps leading to indole from MIN3 are

already shown in Figure 5 and involve relatively lower barriers.

Figure 7. Level3-calculated energy profiles for the NH2 elimination
pathways from indole found in this study. The channels were obtained
after filtering those obtained at Level2 using a threshold energy of 150
kcal/mol and a maximum number of elementary steps of 4.

Table 4. NH3 Formation Pathways (via NH2 Radical)
Predicted by AutoMeKin in Comparison with the Previous
DFT Study

Liu et al.83 this worka

Path-2b NH2-I
Path-4b
c NH2-II (x2)

aPathways are named FRAG(-a-)-X, where FRAG is the chemical
formula of the obtained fragment, X is a Roman numeral, and -a-
refers to indole-a. Labels of products (PR) and minima (MIN)
correspond to the RXNet obtained at Level3 from indole/indole-a.
bPrevious IRC characterizations on the path do not match current
calculations (see text for more details). cNot found in the previous
DFT study.

Figure 8. Level3-calculated energy profile for the barrierless indole
formation mechanism found in this study from methylene and phenyl
isocyanide. The reactants (methylene and phenyl isocyanide) are
tagged as PR155 because the fragmentation (rather than the
formation) of indole was studied.
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The analysis of our RXNet provides a feasible mechanism for
indole formation at the very low temperatures (and gas
densities) of the ISM, provided phenyl isocyanide is also
present in the ISM.
Aside from the suggested formation route, photolysis of

indole can lead to HCN after internal conversion to the
ground electronic state.88,89 Furthermore, this triatomic
molecule has been detected in the ISM90 with HNC/HCN
branching ratios which are many orders of magnitude higher
than the expected one at equilibrium (∼10−33 at 100 K).91,92

Motivated by this discrepancy, several molecules have been
proposed as viable photolytic sources of HCN and HNC in the
ISM with measured/calculated HNC/HCN branching ratios
in the range 0.1−0.3.75,77,116,117
Table 2 shows that indole can also form both isomers with

HCN formation being the predominant mechanism. The table
collects the product yields at four different excitation energies.
The lowest and highest energies correspond to a photon
wavelength of 193 nm and to the Lyman-α wavelength. Our
computed HNC/HCN branching ratios range from 0 to 0.003,
which is many orders of magnitude greater than the
equilibrium value and somehow smaller than the deduced
ratio of 0.06 after detecting HCN and HNC in comet C/1996
B2 (Hyakutake).92 Furthermore, it must be noted that these
results do not take into account pathways with energy barriers
above 150 kcal/mol, which probably contribute to the
branching ratios at the highest excitation energies.
At any rate, our goal with this section is to demonstrate the

utility of our current pipeline to help with the identification of
formation routes of iCOMs, as well as probing specific
dissociation channels of these molecules.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The unimolecular decomposition of indole and its radical
resulting from N−H dissociation has been explored through
the amk-tools library, a novel Python package designed to
parse, process, and transform the reaction networks explored
by the automated reaction mechanism discovery tool
AutoMeKin. The system was chosen on account of the
complexity of the reaction network, involving thousands of
stationary points, and the wealth of different dissociation
channels, posing a real challenge for the newly developed
package. The use of this tool greatly facilitated the analysis of
results, integrating in a single dashboard the “big-picture” view
provided by the overall reaction network with the specific
details (energy, geometry, and vibrational modes) of all
intermediates and transition states. The network filtering and
reaction path generation capabilities of our code, combined
with the kinetic analysis algorithms in the main program,
provide a robust way to highlight the chemically relevant
sections of complex networks, such as our target unimolecular
indole decomposition. Moreover, the integration with the
ioChem-BD platform and the generation of dashboards as
standalone HTML documents allows AutoMeKin results to be
easily shared with other scientists, in line with the FAIR
principles for digital data management. The main conclusions
of our computational study on the unimolecular decom-
position of indole are summarized below.

(a) Nine novel pathways for direct HCN/HNC elimination
from indole and indole radical have been proposed.

(b) Regarding CN elimination processes, all of the
previously reported channels (three) from indole and

its radical are reproduced and six new routes are
proposed.

(c) The previously reported amino radical formation
mechanisms have been corrected, proposing three
different pathways for which both path lengths and
path energies must be taken into account.

(d) A feasible barrierless mechanism for indole formation in
cold environments is also proposed here. The route
might be viable under the very low temperatures and gas
densities of the ISM so long as phenyl isocyanide is
present in those environments.

(e) The finding of dissociation pathways leading to HCN
and HNC isomers opens the possibility that photolysis
of indole can help explain the unexpected abundance of
HNC with respect to HCN present in the ISM.

(f) The mechanisms reported here can help improve the
kinetic models employed to study the pyrolysis of the
molecule or in astrochemical models. Regarding the
former, our RXNets could be further investigated to
include pathways other than those discussed here (like
those leading to acetylene or choosing less constrained
cutoffs) in a simple manner through the presented
network processing tools.
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